Evolution of the incidence of chronic kidney disease Stage 5 requiring renal replacement therapy in the diabetic population of Catalonia.
Chronic kidney disease due to diabetes (DCKD) is the main known cause of renal replacement therapy (RRT) initiation. A Centers for Disease Control and Prevention study showed that the rate of DCKD cases initiating RRT among the overall DM population has dropped in the USA. Our main objective was to analyse this rate in Catalonia in 1994, 2002, 2006 and 2010. Cardiovascular risk factors (CVRF) in the diabetic population and characteristics and survival of DCKD patients on RRT were also evaluated. Data from the Catalan Renal Registry was used to learn the number of DCKD cases on RRT together with their characteristics and survival rates. Data from the Catalonia Health Survey established the diabetic population and also the prevalence of CVRF in this population. The adjusted rate (95% CI) of patients initiating RRT with DCKD was 509.1 (484.6-533.7) pmp in 1994, 645.3 (621.6-669.0) in 2002, 602.6 (581.4-623.9) in 2006 and 600.0 (578.4-621.6) in 2010. Survival of DCKD patients in the 4th year of RRT had increased progressively from 35.9% for DCKD cases versus 64.9% for CKD cases due to other causes in 1994, to 39.9% versus 58.3% in 2002 and to 59.9% versus 65.9% in 2006. Since 2002, the rates of patients with DCKD initiating RRT among the overall DM population decreased slightly in Catalonia. Survival in these cases has increased progressively and in 2006 is similar to the CKD patients due to other causes. This figure suggests a better overall management, especially of CVRF.